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Here at Outdoor Impressions, quality and service are a vital part of our business. But that is only
part of our story. As implied by our name, we believe the ‘great outdoors’ is truly impressive. It is
our belief that part of what makes it so great is the One who created it.
As we design and build quality furniture for your use as you enjoy the beauty of nature, it is our
desire that your time spent outdoors inspires you to worship our Creator. Is this not why we are
here, after all?
Thank-you for considering us! As a family-owned business ourselves, we believe family is very
important. We hope you will make many enjoyable memories together in the ‘great outdoors’.
And as you reflect on the beauty of nature, may our Creator God draw you into a deeper
relationship with Him, through His Son our Savior, Jesus Christ. Only then will the true mission of
Outdoor Impressions be fulfilled.
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100% Recycled Materials
Our poly furniture is built with high density polyethylene
(HDPE) which is made out of recycled bottles such as milk
jugs. Every piece of lawn furniture created helps reduce
landfill waste.

Stainless Steel Hardware
Stainless steel hardware is known for its durability and
resistance to staining, rust, etc. We only use the highest
quality stainless steel mounting hardware.

Maintenance Free
Wind, rain, heat, cold and sunlight lead to cracking,
warping, and rotting of traditional wooden furniture. Rest
assured, your poly furniture will not do the same.

Fade Resistant
There is no need to worry about repainting or refinishing
poly furniture like traditional wooden furniture. Our poly
furniture is completely fade resistant.

Weather Resistant
Put our furniture in your yard and leave it there for good.
Natural elements such as rain and snow will not harm your
poly furniture.
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f e e db ack
We saw patio furniture in a showroom in Fort Wayne made out of this wonderful
material. We heard about Outdoor Impressions from friends. The people of Outdoor
Impressions custom made what we wanted to the same or higher standards of what
we saw in Fort Wayne, at 2/3rds the price. We couldn’t be happier.
Randy & Dianne Beer - Berne, IN

Very comfortable, holds up well. We want to add to our pieces.
Doesn’t fade, we are very happy. We highly recommend it!
Mike Biberstine - Berne, IN

Absolutely love it! The nice thing is you can leave it out all year. Cleans up nice.
Well built. We have received many compliments on this great product.
Scott & Tena Fredrickson - Montpelier, IN

#505 - Classic 4’ Swing - White

#510 - Classic Swivel Glider - Tudor Brown
#417 - 21” Round End Table - Tudor Brown
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C l a s sic
Our most popular offering, the flared fan shaped back with its deep side-to-side
contour combines an elegant, sweeping composition with the ultimate in body
comfort. Look no further for the perfect addition to your backyard escape.
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#910 - Imperial Swivel Glider - Cherry Wood/Black
#417 - 21” Round End Table - Cherry Wood/Black
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I m pe r i a l
The Imperial collection is Outdoor Impressions’ signature touchstone of creative
artistry and craftsmanship. Countoured back support adds to this functional and
beautiful design. The Imperial collection is special, and it needs a special place.
How about your backyard retreat?
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#110 - Rollback Swivel Glider - Tudor Brown
#402 - Deluxe End Table - Tudor Brown
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Rol l b ac k
Aptly named, the curvature in the Rollback’s design offers unmatched comfort. Lay your
head on the slats of the high roll-top, rest your elbows on the scalloped armrestsand
count to five. The lower lumbar support puts you in a high level comfort zone. You’ll
have all kinds of good things to say about it . . . after you wake up.
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#204 - Plainback 4’ Glider - Cherry Wood/Black
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Pl a i nb ac k
The Plainback is just that, a pattern of alternating slat and gap. Yet it has an
appeal all of its own, a rustic impression easy to look at and like. Outstanding
back support along with curved armrests are key features. Put it all together and
you understand why the Plainback is so popular.
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#415 - 8’ Dining Table - Dove Gray/Black
#914 - Imperial Dining Chair - Dove Gray/Black
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Di ni ng
From casual family cookouts to formal outdoor dinner parties, nothing is quite as
versatile as a poly dining table. Our tables are available in a variety of styles and
sizes sure to compliment any backyard or patio.
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#410BH - 60” Round (Bar Height) - Tudor Brown/Weathered Wood
#507BH - Classic Swivel Bar Chair - Tudor Brown/Weathered Wood

#405CH - 34” Round Counter Table - Weathered Wood/Turf Green
#513 - Classic Counter Chair - Weathered Wood/Turf Green

#408BH - 48” Round Bar Table - Aruba Blue
#512 - Bar Chair - Assorted Premium Colors

#408DH - 48” Round (Dining Height) - Cherry Wood/Black
#907DH - Imperial Swivel Dining Chair - Cherry Wood/Black

#407 - 48” Square (Dining Height) - Cedar/Black
#514 - Classic Dining Chair - Cedar/Black

#704 - 7’6” Split Bench Picnic Table - Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#405CH - 34” Round Counter Table - Cherry Wood/Black
#907CH - Imperial Swivel Counter Chair - Cherry Wood/Black

#700 - 5’ Octagon Picnic Table - Tudor Brown

c l a s sic

#508 - 5’ Glider
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#502 - 22’ Glider
Turf Green

#514 - Dining Chair
Cedar/Black

#510 - Swivel Glider
Cedar/Tudor Brown

#513 - Counter Chair
Weathered Wood/
Turf Green

#505 - 4’ Swing
White
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#504 - 4’ Glider
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#507DH - Swivel
Dining Chair
Weathered Wood/
Tudor Brown

#512 - Bar Chair
Lemon Yellow

#501 - 22”
Classic Beach Chair
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#507BH - Swivel
Bar Chair
Tropical Lime Green

#506 - Chaise Lounge
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#511 - 5’ Swing
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

See pricelist for complete list of Classic furniture.

I m pe r i a l

#908 - 5’ Glider
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#914 - Dining Chair
Dove Gray/Black

#904 - 4’ Glider
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#912 - Bar Chair
Weathered Wood/
Turf Green

#910 - 22’ Swivel Glider
Dove Gray/Black

#905 - 4’ Swing
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

See pricelist for complete list of Imperial furniture. All models available in Classic also available in Imperial.

Rol l b ack

#104 - 4’ Glider
Dove Gray/Black

#103 - 4’ Loveseat
Weathered Wood

#107 - 5’ Glider
Cedar/Black

#110 - Swivel Glider
Tudor Brown

#108 - 5’ Swing
Cedar/Tudor Brown

See pricelist for complete list of Rollback furniture.

#102 - 22” Glider
Weathered Wood

#100 - 22” Chair
Weathered Wood
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Pl a i nb ac k

#207 - 5’ Glider
Cedar/Turf Green

#200 - 22” Chair
White

#204 - 4’ Glider
Cherry Wood/Black

#202 - 22” Glider
White

#208 - 5’ Swing
White

#210 - 22” Swivel Glider
Weathered Wood/Black

#203 - 4’ Loveseat
Tudor Brown

#211 - 5’ Glider with Pullout
CherryWood/Black

See pricelist for complete list of Plainback furniture.

ta b l e s

#704 - 7’6” Split Bench Picnic Table
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown
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60” Round Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

tabl e s

54” Round Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

48” Square Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Cedar/Black

#415 - 8’ Dining Table
Dove Gray/Black

#415BH - 8’ Bar Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

34” Round Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Weathered Wood/Turf Green

48” Round Table
Dining, counter and bar heights
Aruba Blue

#700 - 5’ Octagon Picnic Table
Tudor Brown
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acc e s s or i e s

#821 - Center Table
Fits 5’ gliders in all collections
Cedar/Black

#820 - Tete-A-Tete
Fits any chair in all collections
Weathered Wood

#211 - 5’ Glider with Pullout
Available in Plainback and Rollback
Cherry Wood/Black
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acc e s s or ie s

#402 - Deluxe End Table
Tudor Brown

#804 - Chair Ottoman
Weathered Wood

#400 - End Table
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

#802 - Glider Ottoman
White

#417 - Round End Table
Dove Gray/Black

#823 - Planter
Planter holds potted plant
Weathered Wood/Tudor Brown

A.

B.

#812 - Underarm Cupholder
Available on any model

A. Stainless Steel Chain
B. Zinc Chain
Available on any swing model

#810 - Swivel Bar Stool
Cherry Wood/Black

#814 - Classic Cupholder
Available for Classic and
Imperial styles

Heavy Duty Spring
Available on any swing model
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Poly wo od c ol or s
All products can be ordered in color/color combo unless otherwise noted.
Standard Colors

Color Combos

Bright White

Black

Dove Gray

Cherry Wood/Black

Cedar/Tudor Brown

Cherry Wood/Cedar

Cedar

Cherry Wood

Turf Green

Cedar/Black

Cherry Wd/Tudor Brown

Cedar/Turf Green

Weathered Wood

Tudor Brown

Weathered Wood/Black

Weathered Wd/Tudor Brn

Weathered Wd/Turf Grn

Premium Colors

Dove Gray/Black

Dark Gray

Ivory

Pink

Cardinal Red

Bright Red

Bright Orange

Lemon Yellow

Lime Green

Aruba Blue

Blue

Patriot Blue

Bright Purple

Furniture can be ordered in any
color combo. Our most popular
combos are featured above.

C a r e & M a in t e n a n c e
Our polywood outdoor furniture is made

also use a pressure washer to clean your

from High Density Polyethylene (HDPE).

furniture. Never bring the tip of the pressure

HDPE is an extremely durable plastic made

washer closer than 8” – 12” or it will damage

of recycled materials that will never need

the surface of the furniture.

painting or staining. It will not rot or splinter

Placing flower pots or any other items onto

and is not affected by most corrosive

the furniture may leave a stain. Always use

substances. It resists the fading effects of

a barrier such as a pot saucer or other item

sunlight with an added UV inhibiter and does

to keep these materials from contacting the

not promote bacterial growth.

surface of the furniture. Do not place hot

You may find it necessary to clean your

items directly onto furniture to avoid melting.

furniture to keep it looking new. Simply use

All fasteners used on furniture built by

a non-abrasive soap and warm water several

Outdoor Impressions are stainless steel.

times a year to keep it clean. White (and all

However in extreme environments, where

lighter colors) may need to be cleaned more

stainless comes in contact with salt water or

often than darker colors. Sometimes you

mist such as coastal areas, you must regularly

may need to use a more thorough approach

rinse with fresh water to ensure to that your

if soap and warm water are no longer as

furniture will last.

effective. First try scrubbing with a soft brush
along with non-abrasive cleaners. You can
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With proper care, you will be able to relax
in your fine piece of furniture for many years!

prod uct wa r r a n t y
Fifteen (15) year limited residential warranty
Five (5) year limited commercial warranty
(hereafter

in this product. However, this does not limit

Impressions”)

your rights or any remedies offered by the

warrants to the original purchaser that

manufacturer of the polyethylene as they may

our polywood outdoor furniture products

apply to you.

Outdoor
referred

to

Impressions,
as

LLC.

“Outdoor

(hereafter referred to as “product”, “the

Stainless steel can corrode or rust in certain

product” or “this product”) will be free of

environments (e.g. coastal areas, salt water

original defects in workmanship and materials

pools, etc.) if not properly maintained. This

for a period of fifteen (15) years residential /

warranty does not cover rusting fasteners

five (5) years commercial use starting with

or structural failure due to rusting fasteners.

original invoice date. At our option, Outdoor

It also does not cover damage caused by

Impressions will repair or replace the product

unauthorized service or repair, alteration of

in question at no charge for parts and labor,

this product, abuse or misuse, normal wear

provided that an inspection by us or one of

and tear of materials, or any use or attempt to

our dealers indicates that such a defect exists.

use the product for a purpose or in a manner

If we choose to replace the aforementioned

than for which it is customarily intended.

product and the product is no longer available
at the time warranty service is required, a

To file a warranty claim, please contact your
local dealer or Outdoor Impressions LLC. at:

substitution of equal or greater value and
similar function will be made.
This same warranty applies to all stainless
steel fasteners that are originally installed in
this product. Swivels are guaranteed not to
fail for a period of one (1) year.
Polyethylene is a synthetic product that may
scratch or show signs of wear with time and use.

IMPRESSIONS LLC.

It may fade slightly when exposed to sunlight
or show staining after contact with other

outdoorimpressionsllc@gmail.com

substances. Some expansion and contraction
is considered normal when exposed to
extreme changes in temperature or humidity.
The aforementioned shall not be considered
defects in materials or workmanship and are
not covered under this warranty.
This warranty does not cover scratching or
chipping of the polyethylene materials used
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#501 - 22” Classic Beach Chair

IMPRESSIONS LLC.

